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Since 2001, the economic system has becoming more and more open in china, 
reforms on  public finance and on the management of public department has been 
maden a lot of improvement. As a import technique tool of management, the system of 
government accounting in china has many problems that have adverse effects on 
reforms. Study on government accounting in china is to find the problems and sovle 
them. Now the other pepers on the n government accounting in china are only about 
the system and the technique, but have not payed attention to the ways of study and 
economic theories adopted. So their views on problems are not pursuasive. This paper 
has try to make improvements on the way ,the thinking and view etc.       
This paper adopts economic theories of new institution such as theory of 
property right and theory of seek rent etc. The ways of comparison, inducement,  
deduction are used to analysize and explanate prolems in different section of every 
chapter. This paper thinks that a lot of factors such as the relation on property right, the 
law system of property, public finance system, thinkings and theories of accounting, 
education of accouting, development of corperatiom acounting etc affect the 
development and transformation of government accounting. So the framework of this 
paper is made of eight chapters that contains these factors. Chapter 1 is introduction. 
Chapter 2 is about problems on government accounting in china. Chapter 3 is about 
relation of property right and government accounting. Chapter 4 is how the law system 
of property right and constitution government affect government accounting. Chapter 5 
is how public finace affects government accounting in china. Chapter 6 is how how 
accounting thinkings, accounting theories, accounting education affect government 
accounting. Chapter 7 is how corperation accounting affects government accounting. 
Chapter 8 is about experinance on reform of foreign government accounting today. 
Chapter 9 is reform on government accounting in china. 
Here are that the main special methodology and views of this paper are different 
from the other papers. (1) Basing on the conclutions of studies on relation of property 














adopting theory of property right, theory of institution transformation, and theory of 
public selection etc. Study finds that the transformation of property right relation is the 
first motive power of government accounting reform. The other factors have positive 
effects on government accounting reform,such as constitution government etc.(2)  By 
adopting coase theorem and deduction of coase theorem, the paper analysizes the use 
of property law system that protects the order of property right. The first of our 
findings is that the difference of all kinds of property right law system decides the 
difference of government accounting reform in every country. The second findingis 
that property right law system provides is a good condition that is helpful to 
tranformation and reform of government accounting. The third is that the problems of 
property right law system become hinders of government accounting reform in china 
now. (3) By analisizing, this paper finds that now public finance system reform needs 
more advanced support of government accounting than befor in china. The exsiting 
government accounting system do not match public finance system. (4) By comparing, 
this paper finds that the system of corperation accounting has influencing the system of 
government accounting in foreign since abount 11 century. But this is not fact in china. 
The reason of difference in effects of corperation accounting between in foreign and in 
china is that conditions of the law system of property right and constitution etc are 
different between in foreign and in china. (5) This paper thinks that the kind of 
bookkeeping of government accounting should be substituted by the kind of 
management of government accounting. The reform of government accounting in 
china needs to be improved as envirroment changes.                               
In a word, for sovling the problem of government accounting , in first we must 
learn the present situation and the trend of property right relation, the law of property 
right, constitution, public finance etc. then we must chose the technology of 
accountong, and redesign the system of government accounting.  
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